Scholarships for Excellence  On September 19, 2016 the College of Engineering, Technology, and Computer Science awarded 56 scholarships totaling $93,975.00 in scholarships to 46 students at their annual awards banquet. Congratulations to our students and thank you to all our donors (see below).

Alfe Heat Treating
Phillip Oprie  ECE

Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn IN Chapter (AFCEA)
Andrea Moorman  CS
Kyle Murphy  CEIT
Alexander New  CS
Zachary Pratt  CS
Benjamin Schafer  ECE
Joel Stauffer  CS

Attero Tech, LLC
Cy Bentley  ECE

BAE Systems IPFW Scholarship
Phillip Oprie  ECE
Tiffany Temple  CME
Tyler Teter  CS

Hal & Hope Broberg Endowed Leadership Scholarship
Clint Thompson  CEIT

Ross Caldwell Architectural Engineering Technology Scholarship
Linda Manduka  MCET
Grant Wilson  MCET

Vicki and Dan Churchward Endowed Scholarship
Josh Stetzel  MCET

Engineering Scholars
Austin Doehrman  ECE

The Mary E. and Carl Geller Endowed Scholarship
Kyle Murphy  CEIT

The Fred R. Gideon Memorial Scholarship
Conner Andrews  CEIT

Theodore F. Hagerman Memorial Scholarship
Neil Beauchot  MCET
Valerie Bratten  MCET
Jacob Clasen  MCET
Chelsea Cox  MCET
Kelly Fisher  MCET
Joseph Kent  MCET
Rohan Kotkar  MCET
Kyle Mast  MCET
Tedd Miller  MCET
Clayton Philips  MCET

Doris R. and David W. Harper Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
Bryce Hieber  CME

Indiana Michigan Power
Nathan Seelye  ECE

Dr. Maurice S. M. Lam Memorial
Peter Wirges  ECE

The Professor Josué Njock Libii Scholarship
David Ruiz  CME

Northeast Indiana Construction Advance Foundation (NICAF)
Grant Wilson  MCET

PHD, Inc.
Matthew Bracken  CME

A. W. Schenkel Memorial Scholarship
Jacob Clasen  MCET
Clayton Philips  MCET

Professor Emeritus Lloyd W. Smith Memorial Scholarship
Neil Beauchot  MCET
Valerie Bratten  MCET
Linda Manduka  MCET

The Carl W. Steeg Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Josh Stetzel  CEIT

David P. Swinchart Memorial Scholarship
Emily Nix  OLS

WaterFurnace International
Taylor Gleason  CEIT

The Fred Zollner Memorial Foundation
Qmr Al Dik  CME
Carter Chase  CS
Travis Gates  CEIT
Marias Hall  CS
Ian Jones  ECE
Marie Langford  ECE
Laura Loredo E Silva  CME
Austen Mann  MCET
Andrew McDermitt  CEIT
Chance Meador  CEIT
Cameron Meyers  CS
Adam Oberley  MCET
Gabriel Quinones Sanchez  CS
Benjamin Rairigh  CEIT